
















COLLECTION,&1824=1900&!Listed!according!to!their!current!attribution,!with!notes!on!those!differently!attributed!in!National!Gallery!catalogues!up!to!c.!1900.!Appendix!2!has!full!entries!for!the!Krüger!collection!pictures,!which!are!summarized!for!brevity!here.!!! ! !1835! NG!139!!Destr.!1939*45!! Angelica&Kauffman,!Religion!Surrounded!by!the!Virtues.!!Presented!by!T.!Forbes!Esq.!!Not!catalogued!after!1850s,!at!South!Kensington!Museum!from!1861.!!!1845! NG!195!(fig.!1)!!!













































an&unknown&German&Master.&1854!! NG!245!(fig.!3)! Hans&Baldung&Grien,!Portrait!of!a!Man,!1514.&Bought!at!sale!of!Bammeville!collection!as!by!Dürer.!!As!Baldung!from!1892.!!1857! NG!291!(fig.!4)! Lucas&Cranach&the&Elder,&Portrait!of!a!Woman,!!c.&1525.&Bought!at!sale!of!Earls!of!Shrewsbury,!Alton!Towers.&!1858! NG!184! Nicolas&de&Neufchâtel,!Portrait!of!a!Young!Lady,&1561.&&Bought!as!by!Anthony!Moro.!!Not!catalogued!after!1890s.!!!1860! 2&paintings&bought&with&the&Beaucousin&collection&!! !NG!658!(fig.!6)! &Artist&after&Hugo&van&der&Goes,!Death!of!the!Virgin,!after&1500.!&Bought!as!Martin!Schoen.!Attribution!doubted!by!Eastlake.!!!From!1889!catalogued!as!German!School.!Connected!to!Hugo!van!der!Goes!in!1892.!
%! NG!659! Hendrick&van&Balen&the&Elder&and&Follower&of&Jan&


















Family,!c.&1470.&Presented!as!Sigmund!Holbein.!By!1892!as!Upper!German!school.!!1871! NG!837!! Jan&Lingelbach,&Peasants!Loading!a!Hay!Cart,&1664.&Purchased!with!Peel!collection.!!1876! 2&paintings&bequeathed&by&Wynn&Ellis&! !NG!946! &Jan&Gossaert,&A!Man!Holding!a!Glove,&1530.&Bequeathed!as!Holbein.!!From!1877!as!Gossaert.!!! NG!1014! Adam&Elsheimer,&St.!Lawrence!prepared!for!
Martyrdom,!c.&1600=01.!&


























St.!Stephanus,&Meister&aus&dem&Anfange&des&14.&Jahrhunderts.&&Kloster!Wormeln!bei!Warburg.!!Tempera!on!wood,!23!x!11!¾!Zoll!(60.15!x!30.73!cm).!!Fig.!8!Anon.,!Sketch!of!the!painting!in!Krüger’s!collection,!Minden,!!made!before!1854.!Landesmuseum,!Münster,!(Inv.!No.!KdZ!2374!LM!187*20)!!! ! Current!attribution:!Unknown,!St.%Augustine,%c.!1450s.!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857! ! Sold!as:!Unknown!14th!Century,!St.%Stephen,%from!!! ! ! ! the!Convent!Church!of!Wormeln,!near!Warburg.!
& & & & Purchased!by!Hermann!for!£1.15s.909!











! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857! ! Sold!as!Unknown,!end!of!14th!Century,!Panel%with%
% % % % Three%Subjects:%The%Forbidden%Fruit,%the%Fall,%the%%
% % % % Expulsion%from%Paradise.!From!the!Church!at!!! ! ! ! Schildesche!near!Bielefeld.!!! ! ! ! Purchased!by!Hermann!for!£!1.2s.!! ! !! ! At!some!unknown!point!sawn!into!three!individual!panels.!All!!! ! three!remained!together,!along!with!other!fragments!(fig.!65).!! ! !! ! Before!1936! Unknown!private!owner,!England.!! ! Before!1936!! Discovered,!along!with!seven!other!fragments!from!! ! ! ! the!wings,!!by!Tomas!Harris,!of!the!Spanish!Art!!! ! ! ! Gallery!in!an!outhouse!at!an!unidentified!country!! ! ! ! sale,!some!time!after!he!began!working!for!his!!! ! ! ! father’s!gallery!business!in!1928.!According!to!!! ! ! ! Anthony!Blunt,!“Tomas!Harris!had!an!uncanny!!! ! ! ! instinct!for!discovering!works!of!art!in!unexpected!! ! ! ! places,!and!one!of!his!most!important!acquisitions!–!! ! ! ! a!series!of!fifteenth*century!German!panels!which!! ! ! ! had!once!been!in!the!National!Gallery!–!were!!! ! ! ! bought!among!the!contents!of!an!outhouse!at!a!!! ! ! ! country!sale.”913!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! Reframed!in!the!Spanish!Gallery!by!1938!as!three!! ! ! ! individual!panels!assembled!into!a!larger!frame!!! ! ! ! with!other!wing!fragments!(Fig.!110).914!! !! ! a.!The%Forbidden%Fruit/%God%Warning%Adam%and%Eve%(60.7!x!!! ! !!!!43.0!cm).915!! !! ! 1936*7!! !!! Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!! ! 1937*after!39!!!!!!!!! London,!Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!!! ! After!1939*1952!! Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!! ! Since!1952!! ! R.!A.!Oetker!Collection,!Bielefeld!(Inv.!No.!!! ! ! ! ! 303).916!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!913!“Obituary!for!Thomas!Harris,”!newspaper!cutting,!29!January!1964,!copy!in!NAL!Tomas!Harris!File,!1908*1964.!Anita!Harris,!“Tomas!Harris!and!the!History!of!the!Spanish!Art!Gallery,!London,”!Last!updated!11!January!2010!(accessed!15!October!2014)!http://anitaharrisfamily.co.uk/tomas*harris*and*the*history*of*the*spanish*art*gallery*london/.!On!the!Luzern!period!see!Louise!Whiford!Gallery,!Tomas%Harris%1908<1964,%exh.%cat.,%Jan%28<%Feb%8%1980,!!(London,!1980).!!914!Assembly!noted!in!Lionel!Harris!to!Churchwardens,!Milton!Ernest!Parish,!December!29,!1938,!BRO!P80/28/1.!Photographs!204*226!in!Harris!Stock!Books,!Vol!on!Flemish,!German,!Dutch!Stock,!undated,!Witt!Library,!Courtauld!Institute.!915!Unless!otherwise!specified,!sizes!of!all!fragments!from!this!altarpiece!are!from!Pfeiffer,!Malerei%am%Niederrhein%und%in%Westfalen.!!
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!Master,!chapel,!medium,!size!and!as!KC!I:2.!!Figs.!12*14!and!63*65.!! !! ! Current!attribution:!as!KC!I:2,!middle!register,!inside!left!wing.!!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857!! ! Sold!as!Panel%with%three%subjects:%the%Adoration%of%





! ! a.!The%Adoration%of%Kings%(58.0!x!43.6!cm).!!! ! Before!1936! Unknown!private!owner,!England,!as!KCI:2.!! ! Before!1936!! Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!!! ! 1936*7!! Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!! ! 1937*after!39!London,!Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!! ! After!1939*?!! Art!dealer,!New!York.!! ! 1942! ! New!York,!art!dealer!Durlacher.!! !! ! ?*!1952!! Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!!! ! Since!1952!! R.!A.!Oetker!Collection,!Bielefeld!(Inv.!No.!306).!! ! ! !! ! !! ! b.!Presentation%in%the%Temple!(58!x!41.6!cm)917!
% %! ! ?!! ! Private!owner,!England.!Fritz!noted!the!marks!of!!! ! ! ! the!National!Gallery!and!an!English!art!dealer!on!!! ! ! ! the!reverse,!but!did!not!specify!that!one!sticker!!! ! ! ! quoted!Friedländer!calling!it!“very!good!German!!! ! ! ! picture!painted!about!1400.”!This!suggests!it!either!! ! ! ! remained!in,!or!passed!through!British!hands!!! ! ! ! around!the!early!1900s,!by!which!time!Friedländer!! ! ! ! was!already!an!authority!consulted!for!attributions!! ! ! ! in!Britain.918!! ! !! ! Before!1924!! Offered!at!Auction!by!Rudolph!Lepke,!Berlin.!!! ! 1924!! ! Berlin,!Galerie!Karl!Haberstock.!! ! 1924!! ! Given!to!Kaiser!Friedrich!Museum,!Berlin!by!Galerie!! ! ! ! Karl!Haberstock!(Inv.!1934).919!
%
% % !






%%! ! Current!attribution:!as!KC!I:2,!lower!register,!inside!left!wing.!!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857!! ! Sold!as!Panel%with%three%subjects:%Christ%Before%%
% % % % Pilate,%Christ%Bearing%his%Cross,%the%Crucifixion%(same!! ! ! ! master!and!chapel!as!KC!I:2).!! ! ! ! Purchased!by!Hermann!for!£4.10s.!!! ! At!some!point!sawn!into!three!individual!panels,!one!sold!!! ! separately!and!two!remained!together,!along!with!other!!! ! fragments!(fig.!65).!! ! !!
% % a.%Christ%Before%Pilate%(57.5!x!42.0!cm).!!! ! Before!1881! According!to!Mrs.!Anderson,!it!was!in!the!collection!! ! ! ! of!John!Bell,!Glasgow,!from!where!purchased!by!!! ! ! ! James!Reddie!Anderson.920A!painting!of!Christ%%







! ! b.%Christ%Bearing%his%Cross%(59.2!x!41.6!cm).!!! ! ?*!before!1936!Private!owner,!England,!as!KCI:2.!! ! Before!1936!! Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!!! ! 1936*7!! Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!! ! 1937*after!39!London,!Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!! ! After!1939*!! ! 1978!! ! Collection!of!Graf!Hatzvany,!London.!! ! Since!1978!! R.!A.!Oetker!Collection,!Bielefeld!(Inv.!No.!1227).!!! ! !!










Judas!Verrath;!DornenUKrönung;!und!Geisselung.%!Master,!medium,!size!and!chapel!as!KC!I:2.!!Fig.!19,!20,!63*65!!! ! Current!attribution:!as!KC!I:2,!middle!register,!inside!right!wing.!!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857!! ! Sold!as!Panel%with!Three%Subjects:%The%Betrayal%of%
% % % % Christ,%Christ%Crowned%with%Thorns,%the%Flagellation%
% % % % (same!master!and!chapel!as!KC!I:2).!! ! ! ! Purchased!by!Hermann!for!£5.!!! ! At!some!point!sawn!into!three!individual!panels,!two!sold!!! ! separately!and!one!remained!together!with!other!wing!fragments.!!
% % a.%Betrayal%of%Christ/%Arrest%of%Christ%(57.8!x!43.0!cm).!
%! ! ?*!before!1936!Private!owner,!England,!as!KCI:2.!! ! Before!1936!! !Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!! ! 1936*7!! !Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!! ! 1937*!after!39!London,!Tomas!Harris,!Spanish!Art!Gallery.!! ! After!1939*52!Luzern,!art!dealer!Böhler.!!! ! 1952!! ! !R.!A.!Oetker!Collection,!Bielefeld!(Inv.!No.!308).!!
%
% % b.%Crowning%with%Thorns!! !! ! 1857*?!! Hermann.!! !! ! Whereabouts!unknown.!No!extant!visual!record.!!!! ! c.!Flagellation%(Transferred!to!canvas!on!modern!support,!57.8!x!! ! !!!42.9!cm).924%!! ! !! ! Before!1896!! Vicar!and!Churchwardens,!Milton!Ernest!Church,!! ! ! ! Bedfordshire.!It!was!already!in!the!church!!! ! ! ! when!Rev!E.!L.!Holmes!became!vicar!in!1896,!and!! ! ! ! was!probably!purchased!by!Rev.!Charles!Beaty*!! ! ! ! Pownall!(vicar!1835*80),!who!used!personal!wealth!! ! ! ! to!fund!extensions!and!restorations!to!the!vicarage!! ! ! ! and!church!from!the!1840s.925!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!924!Measurement!from!Metropolitan!Museum!of!Art,!New!York.!!925!Crockford,!Clerical%Dictionary;“Charles!Colyear!Beaty*Pownall,”!Clergy!of!the!Church!of!England!Database,!accessed!5!June,!2013!
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! ! 1857!! ! sold!as!Panel%with!Three%Subjects:%The%Ascension,%the%










! ! ! ! In!1855!catalogued!as!Three%Saints%–%St.%Ambrose,%St.%




St.!Gregorius,!St.!Hilarius!martyr!und!St.!Augustinus.&Master!and!church!as!KC!I:8.!!!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!wood!after!1854,!120!x!67.9!cm.!!Fig.!25.!!! ! Current!attribution:!SS.!Gregory,%Maurice%and%Augustine,%as!KC!I:8!! ! (NG!254).!! ! !! ! 1854*1861! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!255).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!as!Three%Saints%–%St.%Gregory,%St.%Hilary%







! !! ! Current!attribution:!Master!of!Liesborn,!c.1475*80.!NG!256*261!! ! (KC!I:11,12,!14,!15,!16)!all!from!the!Liesborn!Altarpiece,!central!! ! panel!(fig.!62!and!Appendix!4).937!!! ! Since!1854!! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!260)!! ! ! ! From!1855!catalogued!as!Three%Saints%<%St.%John%the%




St.!Cosmas,!St.!Maria!und!St.!Damian.% !Master!and!church!as!KC!I:10.!!!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!oak,!56.9!x!73.6!cm.!!Figs.!27!and!62.!! ! !! ! Current!attribution:!same!as!NG!260!(KC!I:10),!called!SS.%Cosmas%












! ! Since!1854!! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!261).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1855!as!Three%Saints%–%St.%Cosmas%
















Darbringung!im!Tempel.&Master!and!church!as!KC!I:10.!!!Oil!on!canvas!transferred!from!oak!98.8!x!71.1!cm.!!Figs.!30!and!62.!!! ! Current!attribution:!same!as!NG!260!(KC!I:10).&!! ! 1854*61! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!257).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!as!The%Purification%of%the%Virgin%and%%











! ! Current!Attribution:!Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!fragment!of!! ! an!altarpiece.!According!to!Levey,!not!related!to!the!following!two!! ! panels!said!to!have!come!from!the!same!chapel.941!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery.!























Sta.!Agnes.&Master,!chapel,!medium!and!size!as!KC!I:21.!!! !! ! Current!attribution:!Same!as!KC!I:19.!!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!! ! 1857! ! Sold!as!St.%Agnes,%earlier!school!of!Liesborn,!same!! ! ! ! Chapel!in!Lipstatt!as!KC!I:21.!!! ! ! ! Purchased!by!Hermann!for!£3.5s.!!! ! Current!whereabouts!unknown.949!No!extant!visual!record.!!! !!
KC&I:23&




St.!Jacobus!major.&Master!and!chapel!as!KC!I:23.!!!Oil!and!tempera!on!wood,!118.9!x!39.2!cm.951!!!Fig.!35.!! !! ! Current!attribution:!Same!as!KC!I:8!(NG!254).! !!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!949!Ibid.!950!Ibid.!951!Measurement!from!Museum!Abtei!Liesborn.!!
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Kruezigung!Christi.!Ersten&Schüler&des&Meisters&von&Liesborn.&Aus!dem!Kloster!Liesborn!!Oil!on!oak,!38.4!x!118.4!cm.954!!Fig.!36.!! !! ! Current!attribution:!Circle!of,!or!possibly!Master!of!Liesborn.!!! ! Probably!predella!for!one!of!the!altarpieces!in!Liesborn!Abbey,!!! ! c.!1475*80.955!!!! ! 1854*61! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!262).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!in!1855!as!The%Crucifixion%of%Christ,%with%























% % Ludger?,%Hubert%and%Gereon?,%the!workshop!of!the!Life!of!the!!! ! Virgin.!This!panel!and!NG!252!(KC!I:28)!believed!to!be!front!!! ! and!back!of!the!left!wing.!!! ! 1854*1861! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!251).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!in!1855!as!Four%Saints,%The!Meister!von!! ! ! ! Werden,!from!the!abbey!of!Werden,!c.!1480.965!! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1856!as!Four%Saints:%St.%Augustine,%





% % St.%Hubert,!the!Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin.!This!panel!and!NG!! ! 251!(KC!I:27)!believed!to!be!front!and!back!of!the!left!wing.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!964!National!Gallery!measurements.!965!Wornum,!Abridged%Catalogue,%1855,!48.!966!Catalogue,%1856,!201*02.!967!Appendix!8.!968!National!Gallery!measurements.!
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! ! 1854*1861! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!(NG!252).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1855!as!The%Conversion%of%St.%%






% % Bernard?,%Giles%and%Benedict?%The!workshop!of!the!Life!of!the!!! ! Virgin.!This!panel!(NG!250)!and!NG!253!believed!to!be!front!and!! ! back!of!the!right!wing.!!! ! 1854*1861! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery,!London!(NG!250).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1855!as!Four%Saints,%and!from!!! ! ! ! 1856!as!St.%Jerome,%St.%Benedict,%St.%Giles,%and%St.%%






Kreuzigung!Christi,!Meister&von&Corvey.&Aus!der!Abteikirche!zu!Kloster!Corvey!bei!Höxter.!!Oil!on!wood,!6!Fuß!1!¼!x!5!F.!8!Zoll!(191!x!178!cm).!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!
& & 1857! ! Sold!as!The%Crucifixion%with%Six%Saints%Below.%Meister!! ! ! ! von!Corney.!From!the!Abbey!Church!of!Corvey,!near!! ! ! ! Höxter.!




Die!Kreuztragung!Christi,!Anonymous.&Aus!einer!Capelle!bei!Münster.!!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!wood!since!1854,!161.2!x!90.1!cm.974!!Fig.!41.!Photograph!from!Christie’s!catalogue,!1979!!! ! Current!attribution:!Ascribed!to!the!Master!of!Liesborn!by!!! ! Rensing.!Probably!part!of!the!same!altarpiece!as!the!fragment!of!! ! the!Crucifixion!in!the!Museum!der!Bildenden!Künste,!Budapest.975! !! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!




!! ! 1911!! ! Sold!Christies,!16!June,!Lot!82!as!German!School,!!! ! ! ! The%Procession%to%Calvary,%with%the%meeting%of%Saint%
% % % % Veronica%with%Christ%at%the%Sixth%Station%of%the%Cross!! ! ! ! for!£178.10s!to!‘Mori’.978!! ! 1967! ! In!British!private!collection.979!! ! 1977!! ! Offered!Christies,!London!December!2,!Lot!99!as!!! ! ! ! The%Road%to%Calvary,%The!Master!of!Liesborn.!Only!! ! ! ! Hughes!listed!as!former!owner.!!! ! 1979!! ! Sold!Christies,!London,!March!30,!Lot!7,!The%Road%to%





% % 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!







! ! Current!Attribution:!Gert!van!Lon,!Madonna%of%the%Rosary%c.!1512*! ! 20.983!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!




Verkündigung.&Master,!convent!and!medium!as!KC!I:33.!!!38!x!30!Zoll!(78!x!99!cm).!! ! !! ! Current!attribution:!Gert!van!Lon,!on!the!grounds!KC!I:33*36!!! ! (Lots!17*20)!came!from!the!same!convent.987!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!






St.!Johannes!Evangelista.&Master,!convent!and!medium!as!KC!I:33.!!30!x!18!Zoll!(78!x!47!cm).!!! ! Current!attribution:!same!as!KC!I:34.!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!




St.!Mattaeus&Master,!convent,!medium!and!size!as!KC!I:35.!!! ! Current!attribution:!same!as!KC!I:34.!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!












Jahrhunderts.!! !Aus!der!Klosterkirche!zu!Liesborn!oder!Marienfeld.!!Oil!on!wood,!6!Füß!4!x!4!Füß!6!(198!x!142!cm).!!!! ! !! ! Current!Attribution:!The%Last%Judgment,%Jan!Baegert!possibly!from!! ! the!inside!of!the!Liesborn!Altarpiece!wing,!c.!1520!(Appendix!!! ! 4).996!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!












Christi!Vorspottung.!Master!and!Abbey!as!KC!I:39.!!!Oil!on!oak,!98.2!x!72.7!cm.1000!!Fig.!45!and!62.!! !! ! Current!Attribution:!Same!as!KC!I:39.!The%Crowning%with%Thorns,%
% % Jan!Baegert,!from!the!upper!register!of!the!left!outer!wing!of!the!! ! Liesborn!Altarpiece.!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!997!The!name!is!unclear!in!the!NG!and!Christie’s!priced!catalogues.!Meister%von%
Leisborn,!78*79;!Tschira!van!Oyen,!Jan%Baegert,!92.!998!National!Gallery!measurements.!See!KC!I:10!(NG!260).!999!See!Appendix!8.!1000!Measurements!from!the!back!of!the!panels:!paint!does!not!extend!to!their!edges.!Westfälisches!Landesmuseum,!thanks!to!Dr.!Petra!Marx.!
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Christi!Kreuztragung.%Master!and!Abbey!as!KC!I:39.!!!Oil!on!oak,!101.5!x!72.9!cm.1005!!Fig.!47!and!62.!!! ! Current!Attribution:!Same!as!KC!I:39.!Christ%Carrying%his%Cross,%Jan!! ! Baegert,!from!the!lower!register!of!the!left!outer!wing!of!!! ! the!Liesborn!Altarpiece.!!! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857! ! Sold!as!Christ%Bearing%his%Cross,%the!Later!Meister!! ! ! ! von!Liesborn,!16th!Century.!From!the!Convent!!! ! ! ! Church!at!Liesborn!or!Marienfeld.!! ! ! ! Purchased!by!Hermann,!£5.15s.!! ! by!1889! In!the!collection!of!Mr.!George!Fryer.1006!! ! 1933!! ! Sold!Christies,!December!15,!Lot!125,!alongside%%



























Christ!Auferstehung.&Master!and!Abbey!as!KC!I:39.!!!Oil!on!oak,!99.4!x!70.8!cm.1013!!Fig.!50!and!62.!!! ! Current!attribution:!Same!as!KC!I:39.!Jan!Baegert,!The%% %









! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1855!as!The%Coronation%of%the%%
% % % % Virgin,!the!Meister!von!Liesborn!the!Younger!c.!!! ! ! ! 1550.1016!! ! 1861*2! Removed!from!display.!Stored.!! ! 1862*1926! Loaned!to!the!National!Gallery,!Ireland.!First!!! ! ! ! catalogued!there!as!The%Crowning%of%the%Virgin,%%





Engeln!gekrönt,!Unbekannter&Meister.&!Oil!on!oak,!118.8!x!51.5!cm.1019!!! ! Current!attribution:!The%Virgin%and%Child%with%a%Donor,%Circle!or!! ! Workshop!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn.!Part!of!the!Herzebrock!!! ! Altarpiece,!of!!which!the!wings,!and!the!original!head!of!the!donor!! ! are!in!the!Landesmuseum,!Munster,!17!WKV.!The!donor’s!head!in!! ! the!National!Gallery!picture!has!been!replaced!with!a!forgery.1020!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857! ! Prepared!for!sale!as,%The%Virgin%and%Child,%votive%%















Anbetung!der!h.!3!Könige.!School,!Abbey,!medium!and!size!as!KC!I:48.!!Fig.!53,!Photograph!in!Witt!Library,!Courtauld.!!! ! Current!attribution:!As!KC!I:48.!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!National!Gallery!basement.!! ! 1857! ! Sold!as!The%Adoration%of%the%Kings,%The!Liesborn!!! ! ! ! School!from!the!Convent!Church,!Liesborn.!! ! ! ! Purchased!by!Rev.!William!E.!Buckley!for!£2.10s.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1022!Koenig’s!measurments.!1023!Koenig,!Meister%von%Leisborn,!81*82.!1024!Ibid.,!81.!
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Kette.&Angeblich&von&Holbein&dem&jüngeren&!Oil!on!oak,!41!x!27.9!cm.1030!!Fig.!54.!!! ! Current!attribution:!German,!16th!Century.1031!! !! ! 1854*7! Stored!in!the!basement!of!the!National!Gallery.!! ! 1857! ! Prepared!for!sale.!! ! 1857*1926! Loaned!to!the!National!Gallery,!Ireland,!as!Portrait%























Joh.&V.&Eyck)&Einen!Grafen!von!Heenegau!mit!seinem!Schutz*Patron!derstellend.!!!Oil!on!oak,!74.3!x!24!cm.1033!!Fig.!55.!! ! !! ! Current!attribution:!St.%Ambrose%with%Ambrosius%van%Engeln,%with%
% % Crozier%and%Scrolls%on%reverse,%Albrecht!Bouts!and!his!workshop.!! ! Right!wing!of!a!triptych,!1520.1034%%%
% % % !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1033!National!Gallery!measurements.!1034!Campbell,!Sixteenth%Century%Netherlandish%Paintings,!164*70.!
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! ! Since!1854!! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery!(NG!264).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1855!as!A%Count%of%Hanegau%with%






Kneistuck.&Von&Lambert&Lombard.&!Oil!on!oak,!108.5!x!69!cm.1036!!Fig.!56.!! ! !! ! Current!attribution:!Pietà,%Master!of!the!Prodigal!Son,!c.!1550.1037!!! ! Since!1854!! Displayed!in!the!National!Gallery!(NG!266).!!! ! ! ! Catalogued!from!1855!as!The%Deposition%from%the%













& & &! ! Current!attribution:!St.%Christopher%Carrying%the%Infant%Christ,%%
% % German,!17th!Century.1043!






angebetet.!Niederländische&Schule.&!!Oil!on!oak,!23.7!x!16.7!cm.1045!!Fig.!59.!! ! !! ! Current!attribution:!The%Virgin%and%Child%with%an%Angel%in%a%%
% % Landscape.%Late!imitator!of!Rogier!van!der!Weyden,!active!!! ! Brussels!c.!1530?1046!








































































































































































Unattributed!“Old”!German!!!!!!!!!29.!The%Virgin%and%Child%and%St%Joseph! !Graves! !16.5.6!!!!!!!!!182.!St.%Catherine%in%a%Landscape! ?! 17.6.6!








%%%%%%%%229.!Man%in%Armour% Smith! 1.13.0!!!!!!!!345.!Virgin%and%Child% No!sale! !Cranach!
%%%%%%%%263.%St%John%and%infant%Christ%on!Marble.![Cranach!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!crossed!out!and!Retsch!written!in.]!
!Blone! !1.12.0!
!!!!!!!!285.%Lucretia% Sharpe! 3.3.0!!!!!!!!!300.!Judith! Waters! 7.10.0!!!!!
&
Collection:&&E.&Joly&De&Bammeville,&Christie&and&Manson,&June&12,&18541060&






















































































































!!!!!!!!844.!Portrait%of%Elector%of%Saxony! Colnaghi! 3.13.6!!!!!!!!!!847.!Virgin%and%Child,%with%figures%worshipping% H.!Graves!!&!Co! 32.11.0!!!!!!!!!899.!Archduchess%Jeanne%la%Folle%and%Infant%Son,%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%afterwards%Charles%V%


















































































































































































Lot!28!(KC!I:48)! No!image! The!Liesborn!School,!!!!!!!!!The%Annunciation%!Lot!29!(KC!I:49)!! No!image! !!!!!!!!The%Nativity%Lot!30!(KC!I:50)!Fig.!53!
!!
!!!!!!!!The%Adoration%of%the%Kings%






%%%%%%%%Portrait%of%a%Netherlandish%Woman!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!(NG!2158)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%






















































































































































& Anthony!!! Lot! ! £.!s.!d!!!24! The!Later!Meister!von!Liesborn,!16th!Century.!From!the!Convent!Church!at!Liesborn!or!Marienfeld.!%%%%%%%%The%Flagellation.! !!9.19.6!27! %%%%%%%%The%Ascension.%! 9.19.6!39!! Meister!von!Corvey.!From!the!Abbey!Church!of!Corvey,!near!Höxter.!
%%%%%%%%The%Crucifixion%with%Six%Saints%Below.! !!18.7.6!
&
& Rev.!W.!E.!Buckley!!! 19! Meister!von!Soest,!From!the!Convent!Church!at!Soest.!
%%%%%%%%St.%John%the%Evangelist%%%
!!2.10.0!!20! !!!!!!!!St.%Matthew%% !4.10.0!26! The!Later!Master!von!Liesborn.!!
%%%%%%%The%Resurrection!! !13.3.0!!30! Liesborn!School.!From!the!Convent!Church!at!Liesborn.!!!!!!!!!The%Adoration%of%the%Kings%% !!2.10.0!31! !!!!!!!!The%Presentation%in%the%Temple!! !3.0.0!32! !!!!!!!!The%Three%Maries!! !2.15.0!
&
& Graves!!












!!1.2.0!!5! %%%%%%%%The%Annunciation%% 8.15.0!6!! %%%%%%%%Panel%with%Three%Subjects:%The%Adoration%of%the%Kings,%the%%%%%%%%%%%Circumcision,%the%Flight%into%Egypt%! 5.5.0!!7!! %%%%%%%%Panel%with%Three%Subjects:%The%Betrayal%of%Christ,%Christ%%%%%%%%%%Crowned%with%Thorns,%the%Flagellation%%% 5.0.0!!8!! %%%%%%%%Panel%with%Three%Subjects:%Christ%Before%Pilate,%Christ%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Bearing%his%Cross,%the%Crucifixion%! 4.10.0!!9!! %%%%%%%%Panel%with%Three%Subjects:%The%Ascension,%the%Descent%of%%%%%%%%%%%the%Holy%Ghost,%the%Last%Judgment%% 4.0.0!!!11! Earlier!Liesborn!School,!From!a!Chapel!in!Lippstadt.&%%%%%%%%St.%Barbara!!!! !3.0.0!12! %%%%%%%%St.%Agnes%! 3.5.0!16!! Unknown,!From!a!Chapel!in!Münster.!%%%%%%%%The%Entombment!! !2.15.0!23!! The!Later!Meister!von!Liesborn,!16th!Century.!From!the!Convent!Church!at!Liesborn!or!Marienfeld.!





!!14.14.0!!! Watson!! 10!! Earlier!Liesborn!School.!From!a!Chapel!in!Lippstadt.!%%%%%%%%The%Ascension! !21.0.0!!13! Later!Liesborn!School.!From!the!Convent!Church!at!Liesborn!!%%%%%%%%Mary%Magdelen%and%St%John%the%Evangelist!! !15.0.0!14! !!!!!%%%St%James%the%Elder.%! 4.0.0!15!! Unknown.!From!a!Chapel!in!Münster.!%%%%%%%%Christ%Bearing%his%Cross.! !22.0.0!22!! The!Later!Meister!von!Liesborn,!16th!Century.!From!the!Convent!Church!at!Liesborn!or!Marienfeld!
%%%%%%%%Christ%Before%Ciaphas%
!!21.0.0!!! White!or/and!Wright!!
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From!the!Lombardi*Baldi!Collection!!NG!584! School!of!Andrea!dal!Castgno,%An%Altar%Piece%%NG!587! School!of!Filippo!Lippi,%Two%Saints%NG!588! School!of!Filippo!Lippi%Two%saints%!!From!the!Beaucousin!Collection!!NG!646! Ridolfo!Ghirlandijo,%Female%Saint%NG!647! Ridolfo!Ghirlandijo,%Female%Saint%!!From!the!Angerstein!Collection!NG!89! Sustermans,%Portraits%supposed%to%represent%Ferdinando%II,%Duke%of%
Tuscany%and%his%wife,%Vittoria%della%Rovere!!!Pictures!Bequeathed!NG!60! Leandro!Bassano,%The%Building%of%the%Tower%of%Babel%NG!86! Ascribed!to!Lodovico!Carracci,%The%Entombment%NG!145! Ascribed!to!Van!der!Helst,%Portrait%of%a%Man%NG!134! Decker,%Landscape%NG!92! Alessandro!Veronese,%Cupid%and%Psyche%NG!146! Abraham!Stork,%View%of%the%Maas%NG!137! Van!Goyen,%Landscape%NG!141! Steinwyck,%Architectural%Scene%NG!135! Canaletto,%Ruins%NG!201! Vernet,%A%Seaport%NG!208! Breengberg,%Landscape%NG!203! Van!Harp,%Conventual%Charity%NG!44! Ascribed!to!Giulio!Romano,!Charity%NG!96! Copy!ascribed!to!Lodovico!Carracci!from!the!picture!by!Correggio,%
Ecce%Homo%!!!
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Pictures!Presented!!NG!87! Guido,%Perseus%and%Andromeda%NG!90!! Guido,%Venus%attired%by%the%Graces%NG!164! Jordeans,%The%Holy%Family%NG!219! Ascribed!to!Razzi,%Dead%Christ%NG!83! Nicholas!Poussin,%Phineas%and%his%Followers%turned%to%Stone%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ILLUSTRATIONS* !!
!!!!Fig.!1!!!! Michiel!Coxcie,!Man$with$a$Skull,!about!1560!or!later,!!! ! National!Gallery,!London,!NG!195.!Oil!on!oak,!97!x!75.4!cm.!
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!!!Fig.!2!! ! Master!of!the!Aachen!Altarpiece,!The$Crucifixion,$central!panel!of!a!! ! triptych!about!1490J95,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!1049.!Oil!on!! ! oak,!107.3!x!120.3!cm.!! !
! 481!
!!!Fig.!3! ! Hans!Baldung!Grien,!Portrait$of$a$Man,$1514,!National!Gallery,!!! ! London,!NG!245.!Oil!on!lime,!59.3!x!48.9!cm.!! !
! 482!
!!!Fig.!4! ! Lucas!Cranach!the!Elder,!Portrait$of$a$Woman,$c.!1525,!London,!!! ! National!Gallery,!NG!291.!Oil!on!beech,!36.1!x!25.1!cm.!!! !
! 483!
!!!Fig.!5! ! Swabian!School,!Portrait$of$a$Woman$of$the$Hofer$Family,$about!! ! 1470,!National!Gallery,!London,$NG!722.!Oil!on!silver!fir,!53.7!x!!! ! 40.8!cm.!! !
! 484!
!!!Fig.!6!! ! A!painter!after!Hugo!van!der!Goes,!Death$of$the$Virgin,$after!1500,!! ! National!Gallery,!London,$NG!658.!Oil!on!oak,!38.7!x!35.6!cm.!! !
! 485!
!!!Fig.!7! ! Style!of!Martin!Schongauer,!Virgin$and$Child$in$a$Garden,$1469J91,!! ! National!Gallery,!London,!NG!723.!Oil!on!lime,!30.2!x!21.9!cm.!! !
! 486!
!!!Fig.!8! ! Anon.,!St.$Augustinus$(St.$Stephanus),$sketch!of!the!painting!in!!! ! Krüger’s!collection,!Minden!before!1854.!Original!lost.$$ $
$ $ Landesmuseum,!Münster,!KdZ!2374!LM187J20.!Pencil!and!ink!on!! ! paper,!61!x!30.2!cm.!!! !
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!!!Fig.!9!! ! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Forbidden$Fruit/$God$$
$ $ Warning$Adam$and$Eve,$fragment!of!the!inside!left!wing!of!the!!! ! Bielefeld!Marienaltar,!c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!Oetker!Collection,!!! ! Inv.!No.!303.!Egg!tempera!(with!oil?)!on!oak,!!! ! 60.7!x!43!cm.!
! 488!
!!!Fig.!10!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Fall,$fragment!of!the!!! ! inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,!c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!!! ! Oetker!Collection,!Inv.!No.!304.!Egg!tempera!(with!oil?)!on!oak,!!! ! 60.5!x!41.5!cm.!!! !
! 489!
!!!Fig.!11!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Expulsion$from$Paradise,$
$ $ fragment!of!the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$!! ! c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!Oetker!Collection,!Inv.!No.!305.!Egg!tempera!!! ! (with!oil?)!on!oak,!60.4!x!42.7!cm.!! !
! 490!
!!!Fig.!12!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Adoration$of$the$Kings,$$
$ $ fragment!of!the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$$! ! c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!Oetker!Collection,!Inv.!No.!306.!Egg!tempera!!! ! (with!oil?)!on!oak,!50.8!x!43.6!cm.!! !
! 491!
!!!Fig.!13!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Presentation$in$the$$
$ $ Temple,$fragment!of!the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!! !! ! Marienaltar,$c.!1400,!Berlin,!Gemäldegalerie,!Inv.!No.!1934.!!! ! Egg!tempera!(with!oil?)!on!oak,!58!x!41.6!cm.!! !
! 492!
!!!Fig.!14!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!Flight$into$Egypt,$fragment!of!! ! the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,!c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!! ! Oetker!Collection,!Inv.!No.!307.!Egg!tempera!(with!oil?)!on!oak,!!! ! 58.0!x!41.6!cm.!!!!! !
! 493!
!!!Fig.!15!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!Christ$Before$Pilate,$fragment!! ! of!the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,!c.!1400,!!! ! Ashmolean!Museum,!Oxford,!Inv.!No.!A337.!Egg!tempera!(with!!! ! oil?)!on!canvas!on!oak,!57.5!x!42!cm.!!!!!! !
! 494!
!!!Fig.!16!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!Christ$Bearing$his$Cross,$$
$ $ fragment!of!the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$!! ! c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!Oetker!Collection,!Inv.!No!1227.!Egg!tempera!!! ! (with!oil?)!on!canvas!on!oak,!59.2!x!41.6!cm.!!! !
! 495!
!!!Fig.!17!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Crucifixion,$fragment!of!! ! the!inside!left!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$c.!1400,!!! ! Metropolitan!Museum!of!Art,!New!York,!Inv.!No,!43.161.!!! ! Egg!tempera!(with!oil?)!on!oak,!59.7!x!43.2!cm.!!! $
! 496!
!!!Fig.!18!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Annunciation,$fragment!of!! ! the!inside!right!wing!of!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,!c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!! ! Stadt!Bielefeld,!displayed!in!Neustadt!Kirche.!Egg!tempera!(with!! ! oil?)!on!oak,!60.3!x!41.5!cm.!!!!! !
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!!!Fig.!19!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Arrest$of$Christ,$$
$ $ fragment!of!the!inside!right!wing!of!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$!! ! c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!Oetker!Collection,!Inv.!No.!308.!Egg!tempera!!! ! (with!oil?)!on!oak,!57.8!x!43!cm.!!!!! !
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!!!Fig.!20!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Flagellation,$fragment!!! ! of!the!inside!right!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,!c.!1400,!!! ! Metropolitan!Museum!of!Art,!New!York,!Inv.!No.!2001.216.2.!Egg!! ! tempera!(with!oil?)!on!canvas!on!modern!plywood!support,!57.8!x!! ! 42.9!cm.!!!! !
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!!!Fig.!21!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Ascension,$fragment!of!!! ! the!inside!right!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$c.!1400,!!! ! Bielefeld,!Neustädter!MarienJKirchengemeinde.!Egg!tempera!!! ! (with!oil?)!on!canvas!on!oak,!60.1!x!42!cm.!!$! !
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!!!Fig.!22!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Descent$of$the$Holy$Ghost,$
$ $ fragment!of!the!inside!right!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$!! ! c.!1400,!Bielefeld,!Neustädter!MarienJKirchengemeinde.!Egg!!! ! tempera!(with!oil?)!on!canvas!on!oak,!60!x!41.6!cm.!!!
! 501!
!!
!!!Fig.!23!! Master!of!the!Berswordt!Altarpiece,!The$Last$Judgment,$fragment!! ! of!the!inside!right!wing!of!the!Bielefeld!Marienaltar,$c.!1400,!!! ! Bielefeld,!Neustädter!MarienJKirchengemeinde.!Egg!tempera!!! ! (with!oil?)!on!canvas!on!oak,!60.1!x!43.8!cm.!!!!!! !
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!!!Fig.!24!! Workshop!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!SS.$Ambrosius,$Exuperius$$
$ $ and$Jerome,!shutter!from!an!altarpiece,!c.!1465J90,!National!!! ! Gallery,!London,!NG!254.!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!wood,!!! ! 120!x!67.9!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig.!25!! Workshop!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!SS.$Gregory,$Maurice$and$$
$ $ Augustine,$shutter!from!an!altarpiece,!c.!1465J90,!National!Gallery,!! ! London,!NG!255.!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!wood,!!! ! 120!x!67.9!cm.!! !
! 504!
!!!Fig.!26!! Master!of!Liesborn,!SS.$John,$Scholastica$and$Benedict,$c.!1475J80,!! ! fragment!from!the!Liesborn!Altarpiece,!National!Gallery,!London,!! ! NG!260.!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!oak,!57.8!x!73.1!cm.!! !
! 505!
!!!Fig!27!!! Master!of!Liesborn,!SS.$Cosmas,$Damian$and$the$Virgin,$c.!1475J!! ! 80,!fragment!from!the!Liesborn!Altarpiece,!National!Gallery,!!! ! London,!NG!261.!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!oak,!!! ! 56.9!x!73.6!cm.!!! !
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!!!Fig.!28!! Master!of!Liesborn,!The$Head$of$Christ$Crucified,$c.!1475J80,!!! ! fragment!from!the!Liesborn!Altarpiece,!National!Gallery,!London,!! ! NG!259.!Oil!on!oak,!35.0!x!32.4!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig.!29!! Master!of!Liesborn,!The$Annunciation,$c.!1475J80,!National!!! ! Gallery,!London,!NG!256.!Oil!on!oak,!100.9!x!73.9!cm.!!! !
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!!!Fig.!30!! Master!of!Liesborn,!The$Presentation$in$the$Temple,$c.!1475J80,!!! ! National!Gallery,!London,!NG!257.!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!! ! oak,!98.8!x!71.1!cm.! !
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!!!Fig.!31!! Master!of!Liesborn,!Adoration$of$the$Kings,$c.!1475J80,!fragment!! ! from!the!Liesborn!Altarpiece,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!258.!! ! Oil!on!oak,!35.0!x!38.9!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig.!32!! Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!The$Ascension,$late!15th!century,!! ! Brant!Broughton,!St.!Helen’s!Church.!Oil!on!panel,!134.2!x!98.5!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig.!33!! Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!St.$Dorothy,$late!15th!century,!!! ! fragment!from!an!altarpiece!of!the!Virgin!and!saints,!National!!! ! Gallery,!London,!NG!2152.!Cleaned!and!overpaint!removed.!Oil!on!! ! oak,!80.4!x!48.3!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig.!34!! Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!St.$Margaret,$late!15th!century,!!! ! fragment!from!an!altarpiece!of!the!Virgin!and!saints,!National!!! ! Gallery,!London,!NG!2153.!Cleaned!and!overpaint!removed.!Oil!on!! ! oak,!80.7!x!47.9!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig.!35!! Workshop!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!St.$James$the$Elder,$probably!! ! shutter!from!the!Altarpiece!of!the!True!Cross,!1465J90,!Liesborn,!! ! Museum!Abtei,!Inv.!71/282.!Oil!and!egg!tempera!on!wood,!!! ! 118.9!x!39.2!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig!36! ! Circle!or!Master!of!Liesborn,!The$Crucifixion$with$Saints,$predella!! ! from!an!altarpiece,!1475J80,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!262.!Oil!! ! on!oak,!38.4!x!118.4!cm.!! !
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!!!Fig!37! ! Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin,!workshop,!The$Mass$of$St.$Hubert,$
$ $ right!hand!shutter!of!an!altarpiece,!1485J90,!National!Gallery,!!! ! London,!NG!253.!Oil!on!canvas,!transferred!from!wood,!122.7!x!!! ! 82.5!cm.!!!! !
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!!!Fig.!38!! Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin,!workshop,!SS.$Augustine,$Ludger?,$
$ $ Hubert$and$Gereon?,$reverse!of!left!hand!shutter!of!an!altarpiece,!! ! 1485J90,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!251.!Oil!on!oak,!!! ! 124!x!83!cm.!!! !
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!!!Fig.!39!! Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin,!The$Conversion$of$St.$Hubert,$left!! ! hand!shutter!of!an!altarpiece,$1485J90,!National!Gallery,!London,!! ! NG!252.!Oil!on!oak,!123.9!x!83.4!cm.!! !
! 518!
!!!Fig.!40!! Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin,!workshop,!SS.$Jerome,$Bernard?,$
$ $ Giles$and$Benedict?,$reverse!right!hand!shutter!of!an!altarpiece,!!! ! 1485J90,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!250.!Oil!on!canvas,!!! ! transferred!from!wood,!122.0!x!82.4!cm.!! !
! 519!
!!!Fig.!41!! Master!or!school!of!Liesborn?,!The$Road$to$Calvary,$late!15th!!! ! century.!Private!collection?!Canvas!on!panel,!161.2!x!90.1!cm.!!! ! Photograph,!Christie’s!Catalogue,!March!30,!1979.!! !
! 520!
!!!Fig.!42!! Gert!van!Lon,!Madonna$of$the$Rosary,$c.!1512J20,!Cambridge,!!! ! King’s!College!Chapel.!Oil!on!wood,!160.2!x!100!cm.!Frame!C.!R.!!! ! Ashbee,!c.!1931.!! !
! 521!
!!!Fig.!43!! Workshop!of!Jean!Bellagambe,!The$Virgin$and$Child,$c.!1520,!!! ! London,!National!Gallery,!NG!265.!Oil!on!oak,!71.2!x!52.8!cm.!! !
! 522!
!!!Fig.!44!! Jan!Baegert,!Christ$Before$Pilate,$fragment!of!left!wing!of!Liesborn!! ! Altarpiece,!c.!1520,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!2154.!Oil!on!oak,!!! ! 100.4!x!69.3!cm.!!
! 523!
!!!Fig.!45!! Jan!Baegert,!The$Crowning$with$Thorns,$fragment!of!left!wing!of!! ! Liesborn!Altarpiece,!c.!1520,!Landesmuseum,!Münster,!1638!LM.!! ! Oil!on!oak,!98.2!x!72.7!cm.!! !
! 524!
!
!!!Fig.!46!! Jan!Baegert,!The$Flagellation,$fragment!of!left!wing!of!Liesborn!!! ! Altarpiece,!c.!1520,!Landesmuseum,!Münster,!66!WKV.!Oil!on!oak,!!! ! 99.3!x!!69.3!cm.!! !
! 525!
!!!Fig.!47!! Jan!Baegert,!Christ$Carrying$the$Cross,$fragment!of!left!wing!of!!! ! Liesborn!Altarpiece,!c.!1520,!Landesmuseum,!Münster,!1290!!! ! WKV.!Oil!on!oak,!101.5!x!72.9!cm.!! !
! 526!
!!!Fig.!48!! Master!of!Cappenberg!(Jan!Baegert),!Christ$Before$Annas,$1525J30,!! ! fragment!of!an!altarpiece,!Philadelphia!Museum!of!Art,!cat.!753.!! ! Oil!on!panel,!124.5!x!142.6!cm.!! !
! 527!
!!!Fig.!49!! Jan!Baegert,!The$Ascension,$fragment!of!right!wing!of!Liesborn!!! ! Altarpiece,!c.!1520,!Landesmuseum,!Münster,!67!WKV.!Oil!on!oak,!!! ! 99.4!x!70.5!cm.!!! !
! 528!
!!!Fig.!50!! Jan!Baegert,!The$Resurrection,$fragment!of!right!wing!of!Liesborn!! ! Altarpiece,!c.!1520,!Landesmuseum,!Münster,!817!LM.!Oil!on!oak,!!! ! 99.4!x!70.8!cm.!! !
! 529!




$ $ with$a$Donor,$fragment!from!Herzebrock!Altarpiece,!National!!! ! Gallery,!London,!NG!2151.!Oil!on!oak,!118.8!x!51.5!cm.!! !
! 531!
!!!Fig.!53!! Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn?,!The$Adoration$of$The$Magi,!c.!!! ! 1470?,!photograph!from!Witt!Library,!London.!! !
! 532!
!!!Fig.!54!! German,!16th!Century,!Portrait$of$a$Woman,$National!Gallery,!!! ! London,!NG!2158.!Oil!on!oak,!41!x!27.9!cm.!! !
! 533!
!!!Fig.!55!! Albrecht!Bouts!and!his!workshop,!St.$Ambrose$with$Ambrosius$van$
$ $ Engeln,$right!wing!of!a!triptych,!1520,!National!Gallery,!London,!! ! NG!264.!Oil!on!oak,!74.3!x!24.6!cm.!! !
! 534!
!!!Fig.!56!! Master!of!the!Prodigal!Son,!Pietà,$c.!1550,!National!Gallery,!!! ! London,!NG!266.!Oil!on!oak,!108.5!x!69!cm.!! !
! 535!
!!!Fig.!57!! North!German,!Christ$Carrying$the$Cross,$c.!1490J1510,!National!! ! Gallery,!London,!NG!2160.!Oil!on!oak,!42.9!x!29.2!cm.!!! !
! 536!
!!!Fig.!58!! German,!17th!Century,!St.$Christopher$Carrying$the$Infant$Christ,$
$ $ National!Gallery,!London,!NG!2156.!Oil!on!copper,!9.8!x!13.6!cm.!! !
! 537!
!!!Fig.!59!! Later!imitator!of!Rogier!van!der!Weyden,!The$Virgin$and$Child$$
$ $ with$an$Angel$in$a$Landscape,$c.!1530,!National!Gallery,!London,!! ! NG!2157.!Oil!on!oak,!23.7!x!16.7!cm.!!! !
! 538!
!!!Fig.!60!! After!Hugo!van!der!Goes,!The$Nativity$at$Night,$c.!1520J30,!!! ! National!Gallery,!London,!NG!2159.!Oil!on!oak,!64.6!x!47.1!cm.!! !
! 539!
!!!Fig.!61!! After!Joos!van!Cleve,!Adoration$of$the$Kings,$c!1525J50,!! !! ! National!Gallery,!London,!NG!2155.!Oil!on!oak,!66.7!x!55.7!cm.!! !
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!!!!!!!! !!Fig.!64!! Diagram!of!the!Dismantling!of!the!Wings!from!the!Bielefeld!!! ! Marienaltar.$
$
$ $ The!wings!were!detached!from!the!central!panel,!which!remains!! ! in!Neustadt!Church,!Bielefeld.!The!wings!were!sawn!along!the!!! ! registers!into!six!horizontal!strips!with!three!episodes!each,!!!! ! roughly!indicated!by!the!red!lines.!The!three!episodes!of!each!!! ! strip!were!later!separated!from!each!other.!Two!episodes!from!!! ! the!top!register!of!the!right!wing!were!separated!before!the!!! ! British!Government!bought!Krüger’s!collection!and!their!!! ! whereabouts!is!unknown.!One!episode!from!the!middle!register!of!! ! the!same!wing!has!been!lost!since!1857.!!! !
! 544!




!Flight!to!Egypt! ! !7! !Betrayal!of!Christ! !Crowning!with!Thorns!
!FlagellaJtion!!!!!8! !Christ!Before!Pilate!(Annas)!!
!Christ!Bearing!his!Cross!
















! !! !!Ctd.!From!previous!page:!!!Fig.!65!! Diagram!of!the!Dispersal!of!the!Wing!Fragments!from!the!!! ! Bielefeld!Marienaltar!after!1857.!!! ! It!is!colour!coded!as!follows:!!! ! Red!! =!fragments!sold!separately!! ! Green!!=!fragments!from!one!horizontal!register!that!remained!!! ! ! !!!!together!! !!!!!!!!!!!!! Black!! =!fragments!that!remained!together!!! !
! 546!
!!!!Fig.!66!! South!German!School,!The$Entombment,$c.!1500,!Pembroke!!! ! Collection,!Wilton!House.!$Oil!on!wood,!64.8!x!46.4!cm.!! !
! 547!
!!!Fig.!67!! Derick!Baegert,!St.$Luke$Painting$the$Virgin,!c.!1470,!! !! ! Landesmuseum,!Münster,!62!WKV.!Oil!on!panel,!113!x!82!cm.!!! !
! 548!
!!!Fig.!68!! Master!of!the!Saint!Bartholomew!Altar,!The$Virgin$and$Child$with$
$ $ Musical$Angels,$1485J1500,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!6499.!!! ! Oil!on!oak,!52!x!38!cm.!!! !
! 549!
!!!! !!!Fig.!69!! Master!of!the!Aachen!Altarpiece,!Pilate$washing$his$Hands$and!The$
$ $ Lamentation,!1492J95,!Walker!Art!Gallery,!Liverpool,!1225,!1226.!! ! Oil!and!egg!tempera!on!oak,!109.1!x!54.2!cm,!and!106.8!x!54!cm.!!! !
! 550!
!
!!!Fig.!70!! The!Master!of!Delft,$Crucifixion$Triptych,!c.!1510,$National!Gallery,!! ! London,!NG!2922.1.!Oil!and!egg!tempera!on!oak,!102.2!x!49.3!cm.!!! !
! 551!
!!!Fig.!71!! William!Dyce,!Madonna$and$Child,$1827J30,!Tate!Gallery,!London,!! ! T00618.$Oil!on!canvas,!102.9!x!101.0!cm.!!!! !
! 552!
!
!!!Fig.!72!! William!Dyce,!Man$of$Sorrows,$c.!1860,!National!Galleries!of!!! ! Scotland,!Edinburgh,!NG!2410.!Oil!on!millboard,!34.3!x!49.5.!!
! 553!
!!!Fig.!73!! William!Dyce,!Francesca$da$Rimini,$1837,!National!Galleries!of!!! ! Scotland,!Edinburgh,!NG!460.!Oil!on!canvas,!142!x!176!cm.!!!!
! 554!




!!!Fig.!76!! Jan!van!Eyck,!The$Arnolfini$Portrait,$National!Gallery,!London!NG!! ! 186.!Oil!on!oak,!82.2!x!60!cm.!! !
! 557!
!
!!!Fig.!77!! Jan!van!Eyck,!Portrait$of$a$Man,$Self$Portrait?$National!Gallery,!!! ! London!NG!222.!Oil!on!oak,!26!x!19!cm.! !
! 558!
!!
  !!Fig.!78!! First!page!of!German!Schools,!Plan$for$a$Collection$of$Paintings$$
$ $ Illustrative$of$the$History$of$Art,$SC!1853,!807.!!!! !
! 559!
! !!!Fig.!79!! German!School,!Tabular!View!of!Painters,!National!Gallery!!! ! catalogue,!1857,!16J17.!!! !
! 560!
!!!Fig.!80!! Master!of!the!Lyversberg!Passion,!Wings$of$a$Passion$Altar,$c.!!! ! 1464J66,!WallrafJRichartz!Museum,!Cologne,!WRM!0143J0150.!! ! Oil!on!oak,!92!x!67!cm.!!! !
! 561!
!!!Fig.!81!! Jan!van!Eyck,!Portrait$of$a$Man,$National!Gallery,!London.!Oil!on!! ! oak,!33.3!x!18.9!cm.!!! !
! 562!
!!!Fig.!82!! Israhel!von!Meckenem,!The$Madonna$on$the$Crescent$with$Angels,$
$ $ engraving,!29.9!x!19.8!cm.!From!The!Illustrated!Bartsch,!Vol.!9.!!! !
! 563!
!!!!Fig.!83!! Cologne,!Early!15th!Century,!Virgin$and$Child$in$Glory.$Collection!of!! ! the!Early!of!Wemyss.!Panel,!51.4!x!34.3!cm.!! !
! 564!
!!!Fig.!84!! Master!of!the!Saint!Bartholomew!Altarpiece,!Saints$Peter$and$$
$ $ Dorothy$c.!1505J10,!a!shutter!from!an!altarpiece,!National!Gallery,!! ! London,$NG!707.!Oil!on!oak,!125.7!x!71.1!cm.! !
! 565!
!!!Fig.!85!!! Master!of!the!Saint!Veronica,!St.$Veronica$with$the$Sudarium,$c.!!! ! 1420,!National!Gallery,!London!NG!687.!Oil!on!walnut,!!! ! 44.2!x!33.7!cm.!! ! !
! 566!
!!!Fig.!86!! Stephan!Lochner,!Saints$Matthew,$Catherine$of$Alexandria$and$$
$ $ John$the$Evangelist,$c.!1450,!National!Gallery,!London,$NG!705.!Oil!! ! on!oak,!68.6!x!58.1!cm.!! !
! 567!
!!!Fig.!87!! Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin,!Presentation$in$the$Temple,$c.!!! ! 1460J80,!National!Gallery,!London,!NG!706.!Oil!on!oak,!!! ! 83.8!x!108.6!cm.!!! !
! 568!
!




$ $ Treasures$Exhibition,$Manchester$1857,$Plates!5!and!6.!! !
! 570!
!!!Fig.!90!! Master!of!the!Life!of!the!Virgin,!The$Virgin$Entering$the$Temple,$$





!!!Fig.!92!! Derick!Baegert,!Crucifixion$Altarpiece,$1470J80,!central!panel,!!! ! Propsteikirche,!Dortmund.!Oil!on!panel.!207!x!372!cm.!!! !
! 573!
!!!Fig.!93!! Master!of!the!Saint.!Ursula!Legend,!The$Martyrdom$of$St.$Ursula$
$ $ and$the$11,000$Virgins,$c.!1492,!Victoria!and!Albert!Museum,!!! ! London,!5938J1857.!Oil!on!canvas,!163.3!x!232.4!cm.!! !
! 574!
!!!Fig.!94!! North!Italian,!Woman$at$a$Window,$c.!1510J30,!National!Gallery,!! ! London,!NG!2146.!Oil!on!wood,!51.4!x!41.6!cm.!! !
! 575!
!
! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!Fig.!95!! Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn,!St.$Dorothy,$photograph!1957,!!! ! before!cleaning,!National!Gallery!Dossier!File!NG!2152;!and!St.$$




!!!Fig.!96!! Portraits!Purchased!for!the!National!Gallery!of!Ireland,!1860s.! !! a.! George!Pencz,$Portrait$of$a$Gentleman,$1549,!NGI.1373.!Oil!on!!! ! canvas,!84.1!x!65.5!cm.!!!! b.!! Bernhard!Strigel,!Portrait$of$Count$Johann$II,$Count$of$Montfort$$
$ $ and$Rothenfels,$1523,!NGI.6.!Oil!on!limewood!panel,!30!x!22.5!cm.!!! !! c.!! Conrad!Faber!von!Kreuznach,!Portrait$of$Katherina$Knoblaugh,$$
$ $ 1532.!NGI.21.!Oil!on!limewood!panel,!50.5!x!35.9!cm.!! ! National!Gallery!of!Ireland,!Dublin!
! 577!
!!!Fig.!97!! Albrecht!Dürer,!Saint$Eustache$(Saint$Hubert)$c.!1501!or!1503!!! ! engraving,!35.5!x!25.9!cm.!Wetmore!Print!Collection,!Connecticut!! ! College.$$! !
! 578!
!!!Fig.!98!! Plan!of!the!National!Gallery!of!Scotland,!Catalogue!of!the!National!! ! Gallery,!1899,!viii.!
! 579!
!!!Fig.!99!! Loy!Hering!or!workshop,!Death$of$the$Virgin,$relief,!1830J40,!!! ! Victoria!and!Albert!Museum,!4671J1859.!!Solnhofen!stone,!!! ! 79.1!x!50.8!cm.!!!
! 580!
!!!Fig.!100! Master!Bertram!(probably),!Altarpiece$of$the$Apocalypse,$centre!! ! piece,$V&A,!London,!5940J1859.!Egg!tempera!and!gilt!on!panel!!! ! transferred!to!canvas,!123.4!x!167.6!!cm.!!! !
! 581!
!!!Fig.!101! Albrecht!Dürer,!Madonna$with$the$Siskin,$1506,!Gemäldegalerie,!! ! Berlin,!577F.!Oil!on!poplar,!93.5!x!78.9!cm.!!!!! !
! 582!
!!!Fig.!102! ! Jacob!Matham,!Calvary,$after!Dürer,!1597,!engraving,!57.5!x!! ! ! 39!cm,!Rijksmuseum,!Amsterdam.!
! 583!
!!
!!Fig.!103! !Reredos!with!the!Circle!of!the!Master!of!Liesborn!Ascension,!late!! ! 15th!century,!installed!in!carved!frame!designed!by!T.!Garner!and!! ! G.!F.!Bodley,!executed!by!Godbold!&!Co.!Harlston,!Norfolk!!! ! 1886J87,!St!Helen’s!Parish!Church,!Brant!Broughton,!Lincolnshire.!! ! View!from!the!chancel!and!nave.!
! 584!
!







!!!Fig.!106! Photograph!of!three!panels!from!the!wings!of!the!Bielefeld!!! ! Marienaltar$reframed,!1997.!Lot!143,!Christies!catalogue,!April!14,!! ! 1997.!!!! !
! 587!
!!








!!!Fig.!110!! Bielefeld!Panels!Reframed!for!Display!in!the!Spanish!Gallery,!!! ! Spanish!Gallery!Stock!Books,!Witt!Library,!Courtauld!Institute.!!!
